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Every year, ICF invests in research that provides up-to-date insights on the coaching industry. ICF
industry research provides coach practitioners with valuable knowledge on the current state of
coaching, as well as the trends that will impact the coaching profession in the coming years.
Below are five ways that you can use ICF’s suite of industry research in your coaching business:
1. Articulate the importance of credibility. A growing number of individuals and organizations are
demanding professional coach practitioners who have obtained coach-specific training; joined a
professional coaching organization, such as ICF; and pursued a coaching credential.
As this infographic based on recent ICF industry research shows, credentialed coaches command
higher fees and report more clients and greater annual revenue from coaching than their peers
without a credential. The key stat to share with your clients: Ninety-three percent of clients who
partnered with a credentialed coach report satisfaction with the experience (Source: 2014 ICF
Global Consumer Awareness Study).
2. Evaluate your pricing. The executive summary for the 2016 ICF Global Coaching Study shows
average annual revenue from coaching by global region. It’s important to keep in mind that a
number of factors impact revenue (e.g., your level of experience, the country or countries where
you practice, the types of clients you work with); however, it can be helpful to consider your
annual revenue from coaching as it compares to your region. It’s possible that you may want to
adjust your pricing to ensure that the rates you’re commanding match the value of the services
you’re delivering. (The final report for the 2016 Global Coaching Study includes details on what
your peers charge for an hour of coaching.)
3. Understand the global marketplace. If you’re considering expanding the geographic borders of
your coaching business, it’s helpful to keep in mind that clients’ expectations of the coaching
experience (e.g., length of a coaching session, length of the coaching engagement, platforms
where coaching takes place) vary by region. The executive summary and final report for the
2016 Global Coaching Study provide helpful insights into how coaching engagements vary
worldwide, while the 2014 Global Consumer Awareness Study provides an in-depth look at the
perspective of consumers from 25 countries.
4. Discover what’s on the minds of organizational decision-makers. Whether you’re an internal or
external coach practitioner, you need an understanding of the issues and trends impacting
coaching inside organizations. ICF’s suite of research conducted in partnership with the Human
Capital Institute provides up-to-date information on what organizations are doing to build
strong coaching cultures, as well as the drivers for implementing coaching and perceived
impediments to coaching. The most recent ICF/HCI study, Building a Coaching Culture with
Managers and Leaders, focuses on training and professional development for managers/leaders
using coaching skills.

5. Assess how you’re using your time. For the first time, coach practitioners who responded to the
2016 Global Coaching Study were asked how they spend their hours working as coaches; this
infographic shows the global findings. (The infographic also shows what services your peers
offer in addition to coaching.) How does your allocation of time compare? Are there areas of
your business you’d like to spend more time on? Less time?
For a deep dive into this topic, you can download How Coaches Spend Their Time, an ICFauthored white paper based on an extensive job analysis research project.

These five recommendations are only the beginning, of course. Share how you’re using ICF industry
research to inform your decision-making or grow your business in the comments, below.
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